OPTIONAL SUCTION CUP MOUNTS – IMPORTANT INFORMATION
If you're using the optional Suction Cup mounting kit with the LED Flag, make sure you select a smooth,
non‐porous flat surface. Do not apply over decals, "wraps", or over 3M Diamond Shield. Also, do not
apply to thin laminated surfaces that do not have a solid surface behind the laminate. The powerful
suction can pull weak laminated surfaces away from their backing. The suction cup mounting system is
intended to be used for temporary installations such as on the side of an RV or windshield. Once you
have selected the location, follow these steps:
1) Using a wet cloth, clean the area on your RV or vehicle where you are going to attach the suction
cups. Remember to not choose a spot that is over any decals. Painted surfaces are okay.
2) Using water, dampen the surface of the suction cup and be sure it is clean and damp when applying
to surface.
3) Firmly press the suction cup against the surface that it is being attached to so that the cup is flat
against surface.
4) Flip suction cup locking handle inward towards the other handle to lock into place. Gently tug on the
cup to be sure it is securely attached.
5) Insert one end of the top of the flag frame (the ends of the flag frame are open) onto the holder post
which is secured to the suction cup handle.
6) While holding or supporting the LED FLAG, repeat the process for the second suction cup holder at
the other end of the flag.
NOTE: it is important to make sure you dampen the suction cup before pressing to the mounting
surface. While the suction cup will hold for awhile, without dampening the cup first, it will eventually
lose suction and release.

Remember to remove the LED FLAG before you move your RV, camper or vehicle! To remove the
suction cup holder, simply release both locking levers and gently peel the cups away from the surface.
Make sure you are supporting the LED FLAG so it doesn't fall.
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